
 

 

 

SPONSORS 

 
GIGAWATT SPONSOR 

 
 

 
 
Focus Graphite Inc. is an emerging mid-tier junior mining development company, a technology solutions supplier and 
a business innovator. It is the owner of the NI 43-101 compliant Lac Knife graphite deposit grading 16% carbon as 
graphite. The company's goal is to assume an industry leadership position by becoming a low-cost producer of 
technology-grade graphite. As a technology-oriented enterprise with a view to building long-term, sustainable 
shareholder value, Focus Graphite is invested in the development of graphene applications and patents through 
Grafoid Inc. Focus trades on the TSX-V under the symbol FMS and on the OTCQX in the U.S. under the symbol 
FCSMF.  Learn more at: www.focusgraphite.com  

 
 
 
  

http://www.focusgraphite.com/
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BREAKFAST SPONSOR 
 

Building on its over 100 year heritage of innovation in power systems, S&C 
has become a pioneer in battery energy storage with over 17 operational 

projects totaling 150 MWh of stored energy.   This experience includes the first storage projects used to help connect 
both wind and solar to the grid as well as projects used for islanding, peak shaving, frequency control, energy 
arbitrage, and in microgrids.  S&C’s PureWave® SMS and PureWave® CES use field-proven power electronics 
technology to control battery output and provide rapid response to changing system conditions in utility and 
community scale energy storage.  Learn more at www.sandc.com   
 

 
LUNCH SPONSOR 

 
 

EnerSys
®
 is the largest industrial battery manufacturer in the world, operating 

manufacturing and assembly facilities worldwide for customers in over 100 
countries.  EnerSys is uniquely positioned to provide expertise in designing, 
building, installing and maintaining a comprehensive stored energy solution for 
industrial applications throughout the world. The company's products and services 
are focused on three primary markets: Motive Power, Reserve Power and 

Aerospace & Defense. Motive Power applications include material handling, railway and mining equipment, while 
Reserve Power applications consist of telecommunications, datacenters, electronics, security, portable power, 
switchgear/utility, and sports and leisure. Aerospace & Defense applications include military planes, submarines and 
tactical vehicles.  www.enersys.com 

 

 
 
COCKTAIL SPONSOR 

 
 
EaglePicher Technologies, LLC, an OM Group company, is a leading provider of 
technologically advanced products and solutions for critical energy storage 
applications in the aerospace, defense, medical, and alternative/grid energy 
storage markets. EaglePicher developed the Power Pyramid™ - a patented hybrid 
solution to manage the supply and demand of wind, solar and grid power.  This 
approach surpasses conventional storage techniques by leveraging the potential of 
multiple storage technologies, minimizing the shortcomings typically associated with 

any single electrochemistry to provide optimized performance. Whether it’s cutting-edge battery technology research or 

in mission-critical applications, EaglePicher continues its legacy of high reliability power systems. 

 
 
 
TOTE BAG SPONSOR 
 
 

ATL is a Hong Kong based international company leading in design, manufacture, sales and 
marketing of rechargeable lithium ion/polymer battery cells and related battery packs and systems. 
Our lithium battery products are widely used in consumer electronics products like laptop computers, 
smart/cellular phone, digital media players, digital cameras and camcorders, cordless tools and 
numerous favors of IT gadgets. In addition to the consumer electronics markets, ATL is advancing to 
electrical vehicles and electrical energy storage markets.  Mission: Aims to be a premier solution 

provider for green energy storage.  See: http://www.atlbattery.com 

 

http://www.sandc.com/
http://www.enersys.com/
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